
One last thing: 
Do you need/want
a GPIB connection?

What are these
magnets generating?

Where are you in
product lifecycle?

What is the purpose of 
these measurements?

Is field direction 
consistent or well known?

How important is this
measurement?

What are you
testing?

What volume of 
magnets are being tested?

What is the cost 
of your technician taking 

a bad measurement?

Is field direction 
consistent or well known?

What will the fields be?

What are you
developing?

Whoa! That is serious business.
You need some serious hardware

to verify your magnets.

FLUXGATE 
Measuring small fields, particularly 

shielded Earth fields, requires sensitive 
measurement devices. Fluxgates are the 

best instruments in this scenario

So... you need to measure the magnetic field of 
something in your manufacturing facility?

Permanent magnet
FLUXGATE 

Measuring small fields, particularly shielded Earth 
fields, requires sensitive measurement devices. 

Fluxgates are the best instruments in this scenario.

410
Generally, a simple handheld, portable device is best for 
you. Get a few different probes for different situations.

410
Generally, a simple handheld, 
portable device is best for you. 
Get a few different probes for 

different situations.

Static DC �elds

Incoming/outgoing 
inspection  of assemblies

Our business success depends
on these measurements 

being accurate

F71
I know you're looking for something basic, but vector 
fields require 3 axis hardware. You will love the F71 

though and it can be used during production too.

F41
The F41 includes many automation-friendly 

features such as multiple remote 
communication options, high-accuracy, 

low-noise measurements for high-speed 
capture and no need to zero the probe, ever.

F41
Having a unit with no warm-up time 
and no need to zero the probe means 

your measurements are always 
within specified accuracy.

475
As a standard, this gaussmeter
 features a parallel IEEE-488 

interface for industrial connectivity.

F41
The F41 teslameter make fast, 

easy and reliable measurements 
of all field types  (DC, AC, pulse).

High, would like to automate 
the measurement or data 

collection steps

Low, measurements
can be taken by hand

(10-20 seconds per measurement)

HYSTERESISGRAPH 
to characterize 

finished magnets

VSM
to characterize 
magnet powders

F71
For field mapping around your 

finished magnets, fast, accurate 
vector measurements are required.

F71
The F71 offers ultimate flexibility 
and simplifies the measurement 
of complex magnetic fields as 

much as possible.

F41
Probes and measurement
circuitry in the teslameter

are far superior for detecting
transient fields accurately.

Electromagnets
Solenoids, electric motors... Earth field

What is the field coming from?

Static DC fields Pulsed/AC fields

Production R&D Safety thresholds/
boundaries

Magnet incoming/
outgoing inspection

Safety thresholds/
boundaries

Basic check to
confirm assumptions

Yes, we can get by with
a single axis measurement

No, It’s complex or unknown and 
vector information is needed Actual permanent magnets Magnet assemblies

YesNoPulsed/AC fieldsConstantHigh, we want to minimize 
the risk of false positives 

as much as we can

Low, passing an
out of spec product
has minimal impact

425
The 425 takes good measurements, but requires

some care to ensure measurements are accurate.
Warm up time and probe zeroing mean that just

turning on the instrument and taking a measurement
will result in measurement offsets.


